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1. The DIC technique has been applied to successfully monitor and record the 
evolutions of full/local field strain of a thin brittle coating/ductile substrate system 
during tension.
2. The measurement results of stress and strain variation clarify several controversial 
assumptions introduced in theoretical models.
3. The fracture strength and interfacial adhesion strength of thermal barrier coatings 
were obtained by this method.  
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Abstract
By using a digital image correlation technique, the full/local field strain in a brittle 
coating/ductile substrate system during tension has been successfully monitored. One of the 
most important experimental results indicates that the distribution of interfacial shear stress in 
the segmented coating is antisymmetric about the center, which clarifies several controversial 
assumptions introduced in theoretical models. Two key mechanical properties of thermal 
barrier coatings, fracture strength in coating and interfacial adhesion strength, were determined 
as 35.0 ± 4.6 and 14.1 ± 3.2 MPa, respectively, which are consistent with available
experimental data.
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A brittle coating bonded to ductile substrate system has been widely used due to its unique 
properties, such as chemical inertness, thermodynamic stability, and excellent resistance to 
abrasion and corrosion [1-4]. However, the premature adhesion failure of coatings subjected to 
mechanical load, thermal/residual stresses and temperature variation in service has limited 
their reliabilities and applications. Recently, various experimental methods have been 
developed to evaluate the fracture strength and interface adhesion properties of coatings [5-10].
In comparison with methods such as barb pullout, scratch and indentation, the tensile test is 
much less expensive and simpler to be performed and has also very good repeatability [6, 
11-13]. Using the method, a large array of parallel cracks can be produced with a 
well-controlled manner on a brittle coating surface over a homogenous deformed ductile 
substrate. Thus, the tensile testing method can be utilized to evaluate fracture and interfacial 
shear strengths of a brittle coating/ductile substrate system. In the earlier investigations,
different theoretical models were proposed, associated with stress distribution and coating 
cracking, to describe the fracture characteristic of a brittle coating/ductile substrate system. 
Especially, when a coating is broken into many small segmented pieces under tension, 
strain/stress near coating surface or interface regions is relaxed and re-distributed [11-15]. To 
deduce the mechanical properties of a brittle coating/ductile substrate system, it is important to 
accurately obtain these deformation data. However, there is not a valid experimental method 
and one has to resort to some disputable assumptions on the re-distribution form of strain and 
stress in the segmented coating. For example, the interfacial shear stress was assumed to be a 
sine function in a full wavelength or a quarter segment of an elliptical function [12-15]. To the 












best of our knowledge, there are few valid experimental measurements to clarify these
arguments. Moreover, for deformation measurements in the cross-section of a thin coating, the 
conventional strain gauge methods are confronted by great difficulties due to the sample size 
and test temperature. It is necessary to introduce a new method to solve these strain 
measurement problems.
In this paper, a non-contact and non-destructive digital image correlation (DIC) 
technique was used to measure the full/local field strain data of a thin brittle coating/ductile 
substrate system. As-received thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) were chosen and studied as a 
typical brittle coating/ductile substrate system, consisting of ceramic coating, bond coat and 
substrate [1]. Full field strains in TBCs were in-situ measured during tensile tests. Based on 
these measurements, the mechanical properties of TBCs were obtained.
2  Experimental procedure
The TBC specimens were prepared by an air plasma spray technique. Here, each 
specimen comprises a dog-bone-shaped stainless steel substrate (SUS304) with a 10 mm × 2 
mm cross-section and a 70 mm gauge length, a bond coat with a thickness of 100 μm and a 
ZrO2-8wt% Y2O3 ceramic coating with a thickness of 300 μm, as shown in Fig. 1. Tensile tests 
were conducted by a testing machine (REGER 2000) with the displacement rate control mode 
at a speed of 0.24 mm/s. Prior to tests, two special black and white paintings were sprayed to 
the polished coating surface and lateral sides by an airbrush, named as speckle patterns. The 
DIC technique measures displacement fields by tracking features on the specimen surface with 
these random speckle patterns [16]. The sampling rate was set as one image per second. The 












measuring accuracy was ~0.05%. Strain analysis was carried out by the commercially 
available Aramis 3D software. The deformation, cracking and delamination behaviors of the 
coating can be directly monitored by charge coupled device cameras. The test was stopped 
once main cracks deflected into the coating/substrate interface and resulted in decohesion. The 
fifteen specimens were tested at 25 oC.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Full-field strain evolution in the coating surface
A typical stress-strain curve of TBC specimens during tension is shown in Fig. 2. Several 
special points A to G in the curve are marked to reflect the cracking nucleation, initiation and 
propagation in coating with the increase of the external strain s  in substrate, where points A 
to D denote the full-field strain evolution of the coating surface (see Fig. 1(a)), and points E to 
G represent local strain fields of the coating/substrate interface (see Fig. 1(b)). Insets in Fig. 2
are the corresponding images of strain evolution (i.e., the strain map) obtained by the DIC
instrument during tests. To maintain interfacial continuities between substrate and coating, 
coating would have the interface shear stress due to the tensile deformation of substrate. It is 
seen that, from insets A to D in Fig. 2, coating undergoes the elastic deformation during the 
initial stage. However, as s increases, strain in the coating surface changes to the 
heterogeneous distribution. Several strain concentration regions appear within the monitored 
area and gradually propagate perpendicular to the tensile (x axis) direction. When s
increases up to 0.24%, three apparent strain concentration domains emerge on the surface, as 
indicated by C1, C2 and C3, respectively. Then, the first crack occurs in the strongest strain 












concentration region C1. The critical experimental data were recorded by DIC, which are used 
to evaluate the effective fracture strength c  of coating with a simple formula,
c r c cE    . Here r and Ec are residual axial stress and Young’s modulus in the 
as-received coating, respectively. The average residual stress r  was approximately 40 MPa
predicted by our previous work [17, 18]. Ec of the as-received coating determined by 
nanoindentation tests was about 10 GPa [19]. The critical axial strain c was 0.75% ± 0.05%
by DIC. Thus, c is equal to 35.0 ± 4.6 MPa, which consists well with available experimental 
results [20, 21]. With the increase of s , micro-cracks at C1, C2 and C3 regions rapidly 
propagate throughout the width and thickness directions of coating. Then, other subsequent 
surface cracks gradually occur, which eventually forms an array of multiple channel cracks and 
segmented coatings, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
3.2 Distribution of local strain in the segmented coating
When these surface channel cracks arrive at the coating/substrate interface, they can not 
pass through the ductile substrate and generally deflect into the coating/bond coat interface, as 
shown in Fig. 3(b). The evolution of cracking propagation and local-field strains in the 
cross-sectional coating region during the failure process is shown in insets E to G in Fig. 2. It is 
seen that the strain heterogeneity in the coating areas is much more obvious than that in 
substrate, where the crack spacing,  , is about 1.59 mm. Since the interfacial fracture location 
for an air plasma sprayed as-received TBC system usually occurs within the ceramic coating 
close to the coating/bond coat interface due to the interfacial shear stress [1, 22], we emphasize
on the discussion of axial and shear strain evolution in this coating region prone to cracking












nucleation (marked with red dashed lines in Fig. 4). It is observed from Fig. 4(a) that the 
maximum and minimum axial strains locate near the central and edge regions of the segmented 
coating, respectively. In addition, the stress-strain relationship of a brittle coating can be 
assumed to obey the Hooke’s law before it ruptures. Therefore, these strain maps reflect the 
variations of stress during tests. In comparison with the theoretical strain distribution of a 
segmented brittle coating after tension, as schematically shown by the dash line in Fig. 4(a) [12, 
13, 15], it is seen that the recorded results by DIC are similar to that by the previous theoretical 
assumptions. It is interesting to note in Fig. 4(b) that the shear strain distribution in the 
segmented coating is almost antisymmetric in the center region, which develops gradually
along the interface and reaches the maximum value near the segmented coating edges. The 
minimum value of shear strain occurs in the centre region of the segmented coating. The
extracted three representative curves gradually shift to the higher values as s  increases.
Similarly, the corresponding shear stress distribution of the segmented coating has analogous 
characteristics due to the fracture of brittle coating. In the previous studies, the distribution of 
shear strain is generally assumed to be a quarter segment of an elliptical function [12, 13, 15, 
23-25], as indicated by the dash dot line in Fig. 4(b). It is obvious that the increasing trend of 
shear strain at a given location monitored by DIC is similar to the assumptive distribution. The 
small difference between theoretical and experimental curves may be due to the dynamic 
evolution in experiments rather than the average one in the hypothetical distribution. Strain 
data are strongly affected by the selected locations along the coating thickness direction. Thus,
the present results verify that a quarter segment of an elliptical function is more reasonable to 
describe the shear stress distribution of the segmented coating. Moreover, the shear strain maps












also represent that the strongest strain concentration region takes place within coating close to 
the coating/bond coat interface, which is easier to induce coating delamination and spallation. 
As the applied strain s  continues to increase, the longer the segments break into halves,
the shorter the segments remain unbroken. Eventually, the channel cracking number in coating 
gradually goes to a saturation state. On the other hand, when the accumulated interfacial shear 
stress at the coating/bond coat interface reaches the critical shear strength c  of coating, 
vertical channel cracks in coating gradually transform into interfacial cracks (see Fig. 3(b)). 
The critical shear strain c obtained from DIC measurements was 0.31% ± 0.07% during 
tension. Consequently, the interfacial shear strength can be estimated with c  = c cG  , where 
cG = Ec/2(1+v) is the shear modulus of ceramic coating with Poisson’s ratio  = 0.1 [17].
Here, c = 14.1 ± 3.2 MPa, which agrees well with those obtained by the finite element 
method and shear test [26, 27].
4  Conclusions
In summary, a non-contact and non-destructive DIC technique has been successfully 
applied to monitor and record the evolution of full/local field strain of a thin coating system
during tension. It is shown that the distributions of interfacial shear strain in the segmented 
coating display antisymmetric characteristic about the center, which verifies a controversial
assumption in the previous theoretical models. The fracture strength of thin ceramic coating 
and interfacial shear strength of TBCs were determined to be 35.0 ± 4.6 and 14.1 ± 3.2 MPa,
respectively, which are consistent with available experimental data. The DIC technique has
high reliability, non-contact and non-destructive features and can be also applied in the strain 












measurement at high temperatures. 
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Fig. 1. A specimen with speckle patterns, where the green regions indicate the monitored 
areas during tensile tests. (a) the surface coating region, (b) the cross-sectional coating 
region. 
Fig. 2. A typical stress-strain curve of TBCs during tensile tests. Insets are strain maps that 
show the heterogeneity of full strain field and cracking formation in the coating. The 
different phases of cracking nucleation, propagation and interface delamination in 
coating are marked by points A to G along the curve, where A: s = 0.05%, B: s = 
0.10%, C: s = 0.24%, D: s = 0.37%, E: s = 0.52%, F: s = 0.75%, and G: s = 
0.93%. Eventually, a segmented coating with crack spacing   forms.
Fig. 3. Scanning electron microscope observations of TBCs after tensile failure: (a) the 
typical channel cracking morphology on the coating surface and (b) the cracking 
propagation near the coating interface. The cracking features are consistent well with 
the alternated red and blue regions by DIC, as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4. The evolution of axial strain (a) and shear strain (b) in the cross-section of a 
segmented coating close to the coating/substrate interface during tensile tests. The 
dash and dash dot lines show, respectively, the distributions of hypothetic normal and 
shear strains of a segmented coating used in the previous works. 
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